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With the first ISS element launched in 1998 and assembly completion in 2011, ISS can 






Max Speed 17,150 mph










Booz Allen tracks and analyzes past, present, and future external configurations to perform 
static, dynamic, and kinematic analysis and to calculate aerodynamic and mass properties.
Performing clearance analysis with DC1 and FGB 
Kurs with Solar Array Static Envelopes
Clearance Envelopes, Keep Out Zones, Field of 
View, and Motion Envelopes
Booz Allen tracks and analyzes past, present, and future external configurations to perform 
static, dynamic, and kinematic analysis and to calculate aerodynamic and mass properties.
Visiting vehicle approach, capture, separation, 
and departure corridor envelope creation and 
clearance analysis
MRM1 Departure Corridor
Booz Allen assesses internal configurations of ISS against safety and habitability volumetric 
requirements such as visibility, lighting, translation paths, and environmental control.
Translation path calculation and optimization 
for astronauts and large hardware through ISS
Rack Translation though Node 3
Booz Allen performs multidisciplinary trade studies of ISS configurations by working with 
stakeholders to make sure their needs are correctly matched against evaluation criteria.
Trade Studies Include:
- Docking and Berthing Port Study
- Rack Topology Study
- Sleep Station Location Study














We do it all with…
Thank you!
